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Eve and Mary flanking the Tree of Life and Death by Berthold Furtmeyr from
the Salzburg Missal of Prince Archbishop Bernhard von Rohr, f.60v, c.1482-89
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The heraldic details of the marriage bed immediately identify it as a
royal object. The royal arms of what was probably the centre front
cresting are those adopted by Henry IV in about 1406 of gules, three
lions passant guardant of England in pale or armed and langued
azure, quartered with azure, three fleurs de lys of France moderne1; but these covered the whole “Tudor” era until the
end of Elizabeth, are well known, and do not indicate a more precise date. More helpful clues to a very early date in the
reign of Henry VII are provided by some heraldic idiosyncrasies; the arms of England and France are split between shields
on the headboard and footboard, and the two sets of royal arms from Chetham’s Library identified as pillow boards are
likewise, and additionally use supporters of lion and griffin, not the dragon and greyhound rapidly settled upon by Henry
VII. The lion finials and headboard post knops bear only single, not classic Tudor-branded double roses. However, the
intricate headboard of the marriage bed is its most striking feature and even in the absence of a conclusive radiocarbon
date is actually packed with clues to its age; its specialised imagery conveys messages designed for a very particular
moment in time. The extensive areas of unfakeable decay and repair signal the bed’s antiquity, but it is the imagery and
iconography of the bed which convincingly argue a very precise date indeed.
Above title: Madonna and Child with Angels, Hans
Memlimg, 1479; the tomb of Mary of Burgundy, side view;
The Royal Choirbook BL Royal MS II E XI by the workshop
of Petrus de Opitiis Antwerp c.1516, f.2

EVE, MARY & THE APPLE : THE FRUIT OF SIN AND SALVATION

An observer encountering the marriage bed of 1486 unversed in late medieval religious symbolism would see only the
unmistakable figures of Adam and Eve; a primeval First Couple who however bear more than a passing resemblance to
the First Couple of 1486 London. Other features of the intricate design of the headboard reflect the outlook of a late
medieval Christian completely unfamiliar to say, a Victorian, with the intent to imbue the contemporary informed viewer
with the conviction that the new king and queen were no less than the new Adam and the new Eve, representatives of
Christ and Mary on earth and like them bringing redemption from sin and peace and unity after war and bloodshed.
For to a 15th century eye, the image of Eve inevitably suggested that of her antidote, the Virgin Mary. The famous
illustration from the Salzburg Missal splits the Tree of Knowledge into two halves, one the postlapsarian Tree on Eve’s side
where she dispenses death, and one the restored Tree with the promise of everlasting life via eucharistic wafers
dispensed by Mary. This encapsulated the concept of typology, in which events of the Old Testament foreshadowed those
of the New; Adam had to fall in order that Christ could be born to a woman, suffer, and offer redemption to mankind (and
thus Adam and Eve were not viewed with tremendous opprobrium for supposedly inflicting death on their descendants it was a “felix culpa”, a fortunate fault)2. Many mid 15th century artworks, especially those by Petrus Christus of Bruges,
have miniature Adams and Eves included in depictions of the Nativity or Virgin and Child with saints and donors to remind
the viewer how closely intertwined theologically these two Old and New Testament subjects were3.
Countless works of art of the 15th century also present a Virgin and Child in which at least the infant and sometimes its
mother hold an apple or orb, symbolic both of the Fall and of Christ’s coming dominion over the earth; on the marriage
bed, unlike in most images of Adam and Eve, Eve/Mary/Elizabeth is not taking an apple from the serpent-basilisk/Devil, as
she and Adam/Christ/Henry already jointly hold their apple of salvation with the same significance as the infant Jesus;
they are the saviours of England. Their other hands touch their breasts conveying a mutual pledge of unity and
faithfulness unfamiliar in ordinary narrative images of Adam and Eve because they are also Henry (of Richmond &
Lancaster) and Elizabeth (of York), surrounded by the abundant foliage and fruit of Paradise which also promote the
fertility of the new couple - and indeed the union bore dynastic fruit almost instantaneously. There are hops to aid sleep,
and next to Henry is an acorn (which was to be retained as a symbol of virility by his son), and grapes for fertility near
Elizabeth; grapes and red berries of course also symbolised the redeeming blood of Christ and how in the Catholic
eucharist wine is transmuted into blood by transubstantiation.
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Yet not all the intricate carvings of the marriage bed would have been dominated by lush greens. Above them the
crestings have intertwined bare briars or branches yet to spring into life, and this imagery was also used in many portraits
of the Virgin and Child, most dramatically in the Madonna of the Dry Tree by Petrus Christus of the mid 15th century; Mary
stands in the midst of the dead Tree of Knowledge which will once more become the Tree of Life when revived by the
blood of Christ (or sometimes there are two trees, and the dead tree receives a graft); but the spiky bare branches also
prefigure the crown of thorns. Mary herself had also miraculously been born to a barren mother 4. She is surrounded by
15 letter ‘A’s for ”Ave” suspended from the thorns (which presage the mock crown of Christ and his humiliation and
sacrifice for mankind). “Ave” is of course “Eva” in mirror image, emphasising that Mary is the New Eve who will reverse
the exile from Paradise.
Christus and his wife were members of a significant body among the many late medieval municipal lay devotional
fraternities, the elite Confraternity of Our Lady of the Dry Tree in Bruges, as were leading foreign merchants such as
Giovanni Arnolfini and Tommaso Portinari and his wife (who were depicted by other leading artists), merchant and
diplomat Anselm Adornes and earlier Philip, Duke of Burgundy himself and his duchess Isabella of Portugal. The marriage
bed’s Tree also grows from a cross fleury, a symbol of the Crucifixion cross springing into new life; this was also a
recognised heraldic symbol of saint-king Edward the Confessor and reflected the bed’s destined location in the King’s
“Painted” Chamber (later described as “St Edward’s Chamber”)5. Fortuitously the bed’s branches could also be hawthorn,
representing the bush in which one of the Stanley brothers had reputedly found Richard III’s sallet crown after Bosworth
and improvised a battlefield coronation for his replacement; the hawthorn would also miraculously spring to life every
May, and the bed’s rinceau or blossom frieze repeated along the footboard and top rails probably features its small white
five petalled flowers. This frieze may have featured in Torrigiano’s original design for the altar of the Henry VII Chapel in
Westminster Abbey, and the scrolling branches holding the main royal arms of the marriage bed are echoed around the
sides and ends of the lid of the couple’s tomb by the same artist and sculptor; they lie as on another bed with
remembrances of their first, but this time with Renaissance cherubs to guard them.
Yet more of the headboard imagery deliberately links Henry and Elizabeth to Christ and Mary. To the medieval eye a daisy
was also a symbol of Christ; there is one next to Henry, and unmistakably a marigold (Mary’s gold) next to Elizabeth on the
other side of the Tree. These flowers, just like roses, were to feature in abundance in all MS produced under the new
dynasty and for decades; they appear in the 1486 Epithalamium supplied by Gigli, and can be seen again referring to the
parentage of the “royal dynastic rose bush” which produced Henry VIII in the 1516 Royal Choirbook BL Royal MS II E XI6.
The bed’s four guardian lion finials, like those of Edward I’s coronation chair, recall the twelve lions of the throne of
Solomon; it is not only both public status symbol and private space but another throne, a Seat of Wisdom. The single
roses they display, like the two on the knops either side of the headboard, would surely have been red on one side and
white on the other, not only politically significant but again symbolising Christ and Mary, blood and purity (the five petals
of the red rose representing the five wounds of Christ).

Left: fireback cast in
Gorcy, France in 1538 :
Paradisi Porta Per
Evam Cunctis Clausa
Est Et Per Mariam
[Aperta] The Gate of
Paradise closed
through Eve and
opened by Mary (also
a line frequently set in
Gregorian plainchant)
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Above: The Tree of Knowledge carries the Crucifixion foreshadowing the New
Testament at the moment of the Fall; by Willem Vrelant in Getty MS Ludwig IX 8
fol. 137 (1460s)
Middle: Roman sesterce c.142 CE showing emperor Antoninus Pius and his wife
Faustina the Elder joining hands making the gesture of dextrarum iunctio, he
holding a statue of Concordia and she a sceptre, promoting harmony and Pax
Romana throughout the Empire
Right and top right: Two pages from the Rhyme of the Reconquest of Granada by
Pedro Marcuello (finished in 1502) showing Ferdinand and Isabella placing one hand
on their breast to make a sincere pledge like Henry VII and Elizabeth of York on the
headboard of the 1486 bed
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The bed’s Adam, Eve and basilisk-serpent; they have their own
apple of salvation, so ignore temptation. The grapes and acorn next
to Eve/Elizabeth and Adam/Henry promote fertility

The daisy and
marigold are
between the figures
and the Tree and
also with the red and
white roses in
Giovanni Gigli’s
Epithalamium for
Elizabeth of York,
1486, right
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St Anne with the Virgin and infant Jesus holding an apple
surrounded by red roses and bare branches in Getty MS
Ludwig IX 18 f. 263 by the Master of James IV of Scotland

Below: The Virgin and Child under an Apple Tree by Lucas
Cranach c.1530
The Madonna of the Rose Bower by Martin Schongauer,
1473: centre panel of a triptych for the altar of St Martin’s
Dominican church in Colmar, Alsace, now France

Right: The Virgin and
Child by Petrus Christus
c. 1465 (note Adam and
Eve on the pillars)
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Right: Mary offers the Christ child a red rose foreshadowing his
Passion as an adult; from Virgin and Child with Saints Jerome and
Francis by Petrus Christus 1457

Below: the Lucca Madonna by Jan van Eyck (1437)
Four lions guard the chair, referencing the throne of Solomon and
indicating it is a Seat of Wisdom; the tester is a Paradise Garden,
and not only does the infant Jesus hold an apple but there are more
on the windowsill; clear water represents Mary’s purity

Below right: Nativity from a 1452 diptych by Petrus Christus; the
baby has arrived bringing redemption for the sin of the very
present Adam and Eve on ledges of the stable-frame
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Pre Tudor bicoloured double reversed “Tudor roses” in BL
Add. MS 74236 the Sherborne Missal c.1420: pp. 6 & 7 the
Zodiac signs of Cancer and Leo
Below: The Madonna of the Dry Tree by Petrus Christus
Below: Multipetalled separate red and white roses in the
margins of BL Arundel MS 66 c.1490

Above: Eve and the Crucifixion on the Dry
Tree, now beginning to re-leaf, from frescos by
Giovanni da Modena in the Basilica of San
Petronio, Bologna
Below right: Multi-petalled golden rose from
the ceiling of the Henry VII Chapel,
Westminster Abbey

Left: Margaret of York, Duchess
of Burgundy, wearing a collar of
enamelled red and white single
roses from which hang initial
letters for Margaret and Charles
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Above: The Royal Choirbook BL Royal MS II E XI and a leaf of music with a
multipetalled red rose. The central crowned rose represents Henry VIII, displaying
his dual descent from the main red Lancastrian rose stock on the right and the
white York rose grafted onto it producing bicoloured blooms
Above right; Henry VII’s dragon and greyhound supporters with the royal arms on a
tournament shield with lance rest, hanging from a blossoming hawthorn bush in
which a crown is caught: BL Royal MS 19 B XVI f. Iv Le Miroir des Dames
Right: close up of the daisy and marigold in the border of Gigli’s Epithalamium, BL
Arundel MS 66 f.53 and between Henry and Elizabeth/Christ and Mary and the
Tree, corresponding to the flowers at the foot of the royal dynastic rose bush
Below: The Christ Church gate of Canterbury cathedral precinct, which may have
the first red and white rose on a building, but actually double white on double red
and en soleil; the royal arms are between diapered columns
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THE NAME OF THE ROSE

“ We will unite the white rose and the red / Smile heaven upon this fair conjunction
That long have frown’d upon their enmity ! ”

RICHMOND

Richard III Act V, Sc. V, 19-24

The “Tudor Rose” is a phrase which comes easily to countless writers on C15th and C16th English history, art and material culture,
but should be used with care. After Bosworth the Continuator of the Croyland Chronicle observes with satisfaction “the tusks of the
boar [Richard III] were blunted, and the red rose [Henry VII], the avenger of the white [Edward IV’s dispossessed and in some cases
disappeared children] now shone upon England” 7. And at some time during the new reign, the poem The Rose of Engelande
appeared;
. . . Verse II

In the midst of a garden there sprange a tree
Which tree was a mickle price,
And there uppon sprang the rose soe redd,
The goodlyest that ever sprange on rise

Verse III

There came a beast men call a bore,
And he rooted this garden upp and downe,
By the seede of the rose he sett noe store,
But afterwards it wore the crowne.

...

Verse XXXII

Our King, he is the rose soe redd
That now does fflourish ffresh and gay . .. 8

The red rose does not, however, seem to have been much used during the wars of the past thirty years. Henry VI had preferred to use
the badges of white antelope and/or Bohun swan9 (there was still a remaining antelope themed royal bed set in the 1547 Inventory of
Henry VIII) and Adrian Ailes comments, the red rose “probably owes its popular usage to Henry VII quickly responding to the preexisting Yorkist white rose in an age when signs and symbols could speak louder than words”10. The success of the rebranding resulted
in the ubiquitous (and in some cases technically astonishing) heraldic decoration of royal architecture from the late years of Henry VII
onwards in the Chapels of Westminster Abbey and King’s College, the gates of Christ’s Church Oxford and St John’s Cambridge and
Hampton Court Palace. But Shakespeare probably invented the brilliantly effective rose plucking scene in the Temple garden (Henry VI
Part I Act II, Sc. IV) and “the wars of the red and white roses” first appeared in 1829, in Sir Walter Scott’s romantic novel Anne of
Geierstein 11. The marriage bed’s lion guardians and headboard post knops perhaps unexpectedly display only single roses 12 . How
much evidence is there that there was yet no bi-coloured double “Tudor rose” in early 1486 ?
The rose - a golden one - had been brought into the royal armoury of available badges by Eleanor of Provence, wife of Henry III, and
had some use by Edwards I, II and III; there is a double gold rose on each arm of the effigy of the Black Prince and on the lower
register of his tomb canopy, and his father added a small private tower called The Rose to Windsor Castle. The latter’s younger son
John of Gaunt may have used a red version minimally when he became Duke of Lancaster in right of his wife Blanche following a
precedent established by Edmund Crouchback, Edward I’s younger brother - for which finding a source however proves tricky;
perhaps because Edmund secondly married Blanche of Artois in 1276 and lived for a while in Provins, where rosa gallica, the
“Apothecaries’ rose” (which is deep pink rather than red) was cultivated for medicinal and food products. Gaunt was said to have
donated a bed powdered with red roses to Old St Paul’s, but this derives from a post-1550 guide for heralds - as do many
“Lancastrian” banner designs. In his will he left his son and heir Henry, soon to usurp the throne
“ . . a great bed of cloth-of-gold, the field partly worked with gold trees, and next to each tree a black alaunt 13 tied”
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No roses. To his beloved Katherine Swynford, now his wife, he left their own bed and matching furnishings featuring turtle doves and
Garters 14. Bolingbroke’s seal as Duke of Lancaster was of ostrich feathers accompanied by a “Sovereyne” banderole. The roses on
Henry IV’s robes on his tomb in Canterbury Cathedral are blue 15. The livery collar of the House of Lancaster through Henries IV to VI
remained the SSS Sovereyne collar, which returned to the Order of the Garter insignia under Henry VII. The Yorkist collar on the other
hand was of white roses alternating with Sunnes in Splendour, from which often hung a white lion of Mortimer for Edward IV or a
white boar for Richard III. Edward IV is pictured kneeling against a background of white roses-en-soleil (in a sunburst) in the Royal
Window of Canterbury Cathedral, and the rose suddenly becomes a dominant feature on coinage and seals as he takes the throne.
The courtiers of his reign display their rosy livery collars on their tombs 16. It is interesting to note that the Mortimer Earls of March via whom Edward claimed his preeminent right to the throne via his grandmother Anne - also made use of rose symbols; Edmund
Mortimer willed “ to his son and his heirs for ever, a large bed of blue satin, embroidered with white lions and gold roses”, and among
the goods of the finally attainted Roger Mortimer received by Queen Philippa at Christmas 1330 was a celure of sindon powdered
with black roses; which may explain why the portrait of Edward IV owned by the Society of Antiquaries appears to hold both white and
black roses.
The scriptwriters of “Team York” seem to have sprung into action as soon as Edward Earl of March was in the ascendant after his
victory at Mortimer’s Cross following a parhelion, which he convinced his army was the benediction of the Trinity. Welcomed into
London despite Warwick’s defeat at St Albans, Gregory’s Chronicle has the citizens agree 17

“Lette us walke in a newe wine yerde, and lette us make us a gay gardon in the monythe of marche
With thys fayre whyte ros and herbe, the Erle of Marche.”

Following his subsequent victory as king the celebratory poem The Battle of Towton took up the imagery, however incongruous amid
the slaughter;
“Now is the rose of Rone [Rouen] growen to a gret honoure
Therefore syng we everychone, I-blessid be that flowre!
I warne you everychone, for you shuld understonde,
There sprange a rose in Rone and spread into englonde
. . xvii thousand the rose kyld in the feld.”
Gregory’s Chronicle took up the theme again for Edward’s coronation in June;
..

“The Rose came to London, full royally riding
Two archbishops of England they crowned the Rose King
Almighty Lord ! Save the Rose, and give him his blessing
And all the realm of England joy for his crowning
That we may bless the time that ever God spread the flower.”

Unlike the apparent absence of use of a red rose by Henries IV to VI, there is evidence members of the House of York were using a
rose emblem even before they won the throne in the 1460s; the 1437 seal of Richard Duke of York features an ostrich plume with a
double five-petalled rose on its stem, and that of his uncle, Edward 2nd Duke of York uses a diapered trellis with a rose filling each
space. The colour of these roses is not apparent of course, but white would be a reasonable presumption. On coinage too, the colour
of the rose which appears instantly with Edward IV is of course not evident, but the designs provide a very informative study. If roses
had also been associated with Lancastrians in the 1460s then surely “the rose of Rouen” would have chosen an exclusively Yorkist
emblem instead like the falcon and fetterlock, as it would have been impossible to distinguish white from red.
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En la rose je fleurie: the mystery of the Rose of
Richmond. Above left, the greyhound supporter of
Henry VII derives from the Honour of Richmond
and is shown with a collar of red roses on BL Royal
MS 19 B XVI f. Iv.

Above: Peter Duke of Brittany (c.1187-1250) in right
of his wife Alix (engraving of a window in Chartres
cathedral) is surrounded by red flowers as well as
fleurs de lys.The Dukes of Brittany, who held the
Honour of Richmond from the Conquest to John of
Gaunt and then after him to Edmund Tudor,
preferred to use the ermine as a badge but the motto
“En la rose je fleurie” (With the rose I flourish)
remained in the arms of the Earldom of Richmond

The trial or “lit de justice” of the Duc
d’Alençon before Charles VII and the
parlement of France at Vendôme; by
Jean Fouquet from “Cas des Nobles
Hommes et Femmes”, a 1458 translation
of Boccaccio: Codex Gallicus 3696 fol.2v
Note the wall hangings powdered with
gold, red and white roses, which like the
gold fleurs de lys are symbology for the
Virgin and not political badges
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St Michael defeats the Devil from BnF Latin MS 1156 B f.165r Book of Hours, use of Rome; Rennes
c.1450. The borders are liberally scattered with red and white roses with no political significance
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He ceased production of the current gold noble and its subdivisions and introduced a new more valuable “ryal” or rose noble; the
noticeable design change was that the royal monogram in the centre of the reverse was replaced by a rose-en-soleil, and a rose was
also displayed on the side of the ship in which the king’s figure stands on the obverse. Simultaneously a smaller coin, the “angel”,
having the same value as the old noble was introduced, and on the reverse was a ship with a rose and sunburst on each side of its
mast. Silver groats and pennies remained unchanged, but a rose was introduced as a mint mark 18.
During the Readeption – the brief restoration of Henry VI by Warwick in 1470-71 – only angels and silver coins were produced, but the
rose and sunburst were at once replaced by an initial H and a fleur de lys; there would have been no need to do so if a rose emblem
was not by now strongly identified with York, not Lancaster. The return of Edward IV saw the speedy reintroduction of the rose but
accompanied by an initial E, and the designs remained unchanged under Richard III but with an initial R instead. Then Henry VII
introduced his own new gold coin, the “sovereign”, with a name recalling the Lancastrian SSS chain and its motto, together with the
ryal, but with a design which if anything had even larger roses on the reverse, as by now he had taken up the rose emblem but
switched its colour 19.
The use of the rose as a royal badge for both competing wings of the descendants of Edward III may in fact derive from Edward IV’s
visual publicity designers. The illuminated heraldic genealogical roll 20 now in the Free Library of Philadelphia is an outstanding white
rose and Sunne-in-Splendour scattered example of Yorkist PR which begins with Adam and demonstrates Edward’s descent from
various mythical and historic ancestors including Arthur and Edward the Confessor; but BL Harley MS 7353 (c. 1461-5), though not as
spectacular, is made fascinating by its development of the Tree of Jesse as a royal rose bush growing out of Henry III in which
members of the Houses of York and Lancaster sit in flowers which are, indeed, either white or red.
It is also illuminating to examine two surviving items associated with Margaret of York, sister of Edward IV and Richard III, and later
very much a permanent thorn in the side of Henry VII fostering pretenders to the English throne after the death of her brothers. Her
jewelled bridal crown (which she supposedly wore in the procession following her wedding to Charles the Bold, Duke of Burgundy and
donated to the statue of the Virgin at Aachen cathedral, where it is still), features enamelled white roses. Also contemporary is her
portrait, in which she is wearing a rich enamelled collar of alternately red and white roses. White is expected; but is this additional
surprising pre “Tudor” fifteenth century evidence for the red rose being used to represent Lancaster – astonishingly, because her new
husband Charles had an authentic Lancastrian claim to the English throne via Philippa, daughter of Blanche of Lancaster 21, rather than
that of the weaker Beaufort claim via John of Gaunt only ? Margaret’s collar also alternates the initials of both their names so it is a
possibility; or, the design may be iconographical again, as on the Register of the Fraternity of the Virgin of the Company of Skinners in
the same decade, where Queen Elizabeth Woodville is surrounded by red and white carnations and both red and white roses,
surrogate for the Virgin as the Mother of Mercy. Roses had been appearing in MS frequently for the past hundred years, and this is
because when they were eventually taken up by competing descendants of Edward III it was not upon a whim but because of long use
as religious symbols to represent Mary (the pure white rose without a thorn) and Christ (red, for the redeeming blood he shed); in the
Sherborne Missal these are even made into a double, bicoloured rose that prefigures the characteristic “Tudor” emblem. Edward IV’s
favoured Sunne in Splendour was yet more Marian imagery, of the Woman clothed in the Sun in the Book of Revelation or Mary
ascended as Queen of Heaven.
Ther is no rose of swych vertu
As is the rose that bare Jhesu
Alleluya.
For in this rose conteyned was
Heven and erthe in lytyl space
Res miranda.

Anonymous 15th century carol

The “Rose of Sharon” of the Song of Songs and the “Rose of Jericho” of Ecclesiastes had long been applied to Mary.
By keeping a close eye on the MS produced under royal patronage and bought in from abroad it becomes apparent that in fact it took
over a decade for the classic double, white-within-red “Tudor rose” to appear, and in fact was probably not established use until the
second decade of the reign of Henry VIII; there is a particularly fine example in the centre of “King Arthur’s Round Table” in the Great
Hall of Winchester Castle, overpainted somewhere between 1516 and 1522 when Henry played host to Charles V there. In the
Westminster Tournament Roll of 1511 (in the College of Arms), and the Challenge issued for it (in the British Library), the classic
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The Virgin in a Rose Garden with SS Catherine, Barbara, Ursula and Cecilia
by the Master of the St Lucy Legend Bruges c. 1475

The separate red and white
rose trees twining together in
the border of Giovanni
Gigli’s 1486 Epithalamium, as
stage-managed in Henry
VII’s entry to York that April
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double cinquefoil heraldic rose shape appears; but every rose is red. The use of the red rose as a riposte to the white was perhaps
decided upon by the exiled Richmond camp in Brittany or Paris in communication with Margaret Beaufort (the bard Robin Ddu had
already looked forward to the time when “red roses will rule in splendour” before Bosworth)22. There were no roses on the banners
laid on the altar of St Paul’s by the victorious Henry after Bosworth, but there were on furnishings for his coronation two months later.
And so it is credible that in 1485-6 the four lions of the marriage bed display only single roses, presumably two white and two red,
with another on each knop of the headboard posts. The lions themselves, like those of Edward I’s Coronation Chair and the high seat
of Jan van Eyck’s Lucca Madonna, also transform the bed into a Seat of Wisdom in imitation of the throne of Solomon. The use of a
double red and white rose may have been hastened by the marriage of Arthur Prince of Wales to Catherine of Aragon and then later
by her marriage to Henry, as the necessity of now also including a pomegranate in displays of royal imagery in a usually limited space
influenced the design concept (surprisingly, early Henry VIII productions still carried a prominent Beaufort portcullis; but then this was
also not simply a heraldic family symbol, but also a religious one of Ezekiel’s prophecy of the virgin birth of the Messiah, representing
Mary as the Closed Gate who would then become the Gate of Paradise via whom the redeemed would enter heaven 23).

Pietro
Carmeliano’s
poem on the birth
of Arthur Tudor
1486 displays
dragon and
greyhound and
separate red and
white roses
(portrayed as
argent on MSS)

Rose imagery was evidently foremost in Henry VII’s mind in the months after his wedding, but it was of two separate coloured roses
twining together. Leaving the pregnant Elizabeth in London, he set out on a progress to the problematic North – “Richard’s country” –
in order to be in York for St George’s Day. Instructions were issued as to the form of a suitable pageant to welcome and appease him;
“ At the entrie of the Citie and first Bar of the same, shalbe craftely conceyved a place in maner of a heven, of grete joy and
anglical [angelical] armony; under the heven shaĺbe a world desolate, full of treys and floures, in the which shall spryng up a roiall rich
red rose convaiede by a viace, unto the which rose shall appeyre another rich white rose, unto whom so being togedre all other floures
shall lowte [bow] and evidently yeve suffrantie, shewing the rose to be principall of all floures, as witnesh Barthilmew, and therupon
shall come fro a cloud a crowne covering the roses” 24
This symbolism seems to presuppose sufficient awareness of the 13th century Bartholomew the Englishman’s Properties 25 in the
upper crust of the city to appreciate the eulogising of the rose’s supremacy in the “national garden”. Then King Ebrauk, mythical
founder of the city, was to salute Henry and “present unto the King the keys to the citie being thenheritaunce of the said Ebrauk,
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yielding his title and crowne unto the king being moost glad of him above all other”. The winch to hoist up the rose trees would
doubtless have come from the equipment used to produce the Biblical scenes of the Corpus Christi plays performed so often in the
city 26, with a similar effect to the separate intertwined roses illuminated in the border of the Epithalamium written for Elizabeth of
York by Giovanni Gigli and presented via Richard Foxe just two months before.
As late as his last campaign in France in 1543, one of the banners carried by Henry VIII’s army was still that of the Virgin, as despite the
religious upheaval of the previous decade which would have astonished his parents he remained a traditionalist in outlook. And the
pride of his navy which he was to lose not long after that carried the same symbolism, named not for his sister but the Queen of
Heaven who of course he expected to look down favourably upon him: the Mary Rose.

The Mary Rose on the Anthony Roll
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Above: Double red rose on the memorial pall of Henry
VII & Elizabeth of York in the Ashmolean Museum
Above right: The surviving vestments of the Henry VII
Lady Chapel, Westminster Abbey at the Gold and Glory
Exhibition, Hampton Court Palace 2021
Right: The end of the tomb of Henry VII & Elizabeth of
York; scrolling foliage behind the royal arms perhaps
referring back to the bed’s front cresting
Below: Two of the marriage bed’s lion finials displaying
their single red or white roses
Below right: “King Arthur’s Round Table” in the Great
Hall of Winchester Castle, overpainted by Henry VIII
1516-22
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Left: Close up of diapered bedposts very similar to those
of the 1486 bed from The Emperor Vespasian Saved by
Veronica’s Veil: tapestry c.1510 in the Robert Lehman
Collection, Metropolitan Museum, New York
Above: Scenes separated by jewelled diapered columns in
The Coronation of the Virgin tapestry from the collection
of Juana of Castile at the Escorial (Pieter van Aelst,
Brussels c.1500)
Below left: Court scene from the Anciennes Chroniques
d’Angleterre by Jean de Wavrin c.1470
Below: King David c.1420 from a Book of Hours from the
Workshop of the Guise Master
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To a cursory eye there could be an easy presumption that the small lion and dragon beneath the feet of Adam and Eve at
the foot of the Tree are heraldic beasts, and as the heraldic beasts of Henry VII soon became the dragon and greyhound
this might appear to strike a wrong note. Elsewhere on the bed the pillow boards seem perhaps to have been made when
the choice of supporters for the royal arms was still undecided, and confusion caused by a College of Arms in disarray
after being evicted from the Coldharbour - gifted to them by Richard III only the year before - when the king bestowed it
on his mother for her London house.
However, the beasts are quite correct for another Biblically derived concept used for images and statues of both Christ
and the Virgin deriving from a passage in Psalm 91, which was borrowed for monarchs, their earthly representatives. In
the Vulgate of the C15th this was Psalm 90 : 13
Super aspidem et basilicum calcabis; conculcabis leonem et draconem
. . literally, “The asp and the basilisk you will trample upon / you will tread upon the lion and the dragon”. As explained by
Cassiodorus and Bede in their commentaries on the Psalms, all these creatures were here taken to represent The Devil
and the verse Christ’s and the Virgin’s victories over Satan; it was used in the daily service of Compline and also especially
on Good Friday in the Roman Rite of the Catholic liturgy; the quatrefoil opening to the chapel of St Lawrence within the
royal bed enclosure enabled the occupants of the state bed to hear these verses sung before retiring beneath a
headboard which illustrated them as divine substitutes in the very same activity. The passage had served as the
inspiration for Christian iconography from the Late Antique period onwards (for example the mosaics in the Archbishop’s
Chapel, Ravenna), through Anglo Saxon and Carolingian art and throughout the medieval period; the Virtues trampling
Vices filled the spaces between the window embrasures of the Painted Chamber. Now at the end of the C15th it was
making its final appearances at the courts of European rulers; the little beasts peeping out under the feet of Louis XII in
Claude de Seyssel’s Xenephon translation, like those on the marriage bed, look more like small pets than devilish
representatives. Early Christian writers on this theme were still current though; Sedulius’ hymn A Solis Ortus Cardine,
written in the 5th century, was popular Europe wide at Christmas and included in the early sixteenth century collection BL
MS Appendix Royal 58
Zelum draconis invidi

The zeal of the envious serpent

et os leonis pessimi

and the jaws of the fearsome lion

Calcavit unicus dei

God’s only son did trample down

Seseque caelis reddidit

Then rose back into the heavens

Sedulius had been read and recommended as an addition to the Classical authors by Bede and Alcuin, and still in the early
1500s by John Colet to students at his new St Paul’s School. On the tomb of Henry VII and Elizabeth of York commissioned
from Torrigiano by Henry VIII in 1512 one of the side gilt-bronze tondi features a steedless St George with St Anthony;
despite many all’antica Renaissance details, St George is treading on a very small wyvern-thing which may have a beak,
and in fact be a basilisk, recalling the imagery of the marriage bed; another tondo features the Virgin with St Michael, who
is emphatically treading the Devil underfoot.
Later in the new century however the Protestant iconography was of the resurrected Christ treading triumphantly on
Satan himself; nothing artistic created from the 1520s onwards under the combined influence of the Italian Renaissance
and the Reformation would retain this menagerie, and this again underlines how the headboard design must belong to
the very end of the medieval period 27. The act of treading was retained by Henry VIII and his son Edward however for
politico-religious propaganda in print, paintings and carvings; now they did not trample on lions and serpents, but the
pope.
Louis XII treading on beasts as in Psalm 91 : 13 and receiving the Gifts of the Holy Spirit on the
frontispiece of BnF Français 702 f1r : Claude de Seyssel’s translation of Xenephon’s Anabasis
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Left: title page of the
“Coverdale Bible” of
1535 by Holbein with
Adam & Eve opposite
the risen Christ
treading victoriously
on The Devil, a
serpent and Death
Right: Enthroned
Virgin & Child, each
with an orb or apple,
treading the Devil
underfoot; The
Cloisters; Leon,
Aragon or Navarre
c.1200-1250

Christ treading on beasts illustrating Psalm 91: 13; above
in the early C9th Stuttgart Psalter, and left and below on
the C9th ivory cover of the Genoels-Elderen Psalter
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A CELESTIAL CHARIOT

Amongst the abundant headboard foliage surrounding the bed’s protagonists are four clematis-type “flowers” which are
also repeated three times in the panels between the sets of single royal arms in the footboard; these are not flowers at
all, but a typically wavy medieval representation of stars or planets also seen in stained glass windows. The bed’s seven
stars signify the Seven Gifts of the Holy Ghost bestowed by God on the new monarch at the moment of his coronation Justice, Fortitude, Temperance and Prudence, the Cardinal Virtues; plus Faith, Hope and Charity, the Theological Virtues.
The Cardinal Virtues were also present in the Painted Chamber’s decorative scheme between the window splays and
would still be visible after the moralising militaristic murals disappeared behind tapestries. Henry VII’s coronation was a
hurried affair with no time to compose symbolic street pageants, and no information remains of anything more than the
obligatory free wine fountains, jousts and bonfires for his wedding to Elizabeth of York; however, the Seven Gifts were to
figure prominently at the magnificent and elaborate celebrations for the marriage of their son Arthur, Prince of Wales to
Catherine of Aragon in 1501. He was introduced by Job in the third pageant
“.. . This ys Arthurus, enlumynyng each coost
Wyth seven brygth sterris, vij gyfftys of the holy Goost.”
. . as fortunately for the new dynasty the first fruit of the marriage bed’s fertile environment had been a speedy male heir
who was born, (as royal hagiographer Bernard Andre later emphasised with poetic licence), as the star Arcturus, the
brightest in the northern hemisphere, was rising28, and so enabled the harnessing of multiple mythical and astronomical
associations. There was some confusion in this period between Arcturus being used for the seven-starred constellation of
Ursa Major, The Plough or “Arthur’s Wain”29; or alternatively for the single bright star actually in Boötes (the Great Bear’s
“guardian”) or even King Arthur himself, which stood nearby. This had enabled pope Gregory the Great to liken the
constellation to Mother Church (symbolised in the Apocalypse of St John by seven candelabra), changing its preaching just
as Arcturus revolves and lifts either four or three stars highest, sometimes emphasising the four Cardinal Virtues to the
faithful and sometimes, three for the Trinity to unbelievers in his 6 th century Moralia, sive Expositio in libros beati Job
(Book XXIX, 72-74); he also likened it to the stern Law of the Old Testament in that it operated in the cold North but
pointed out the softer Pleiades of the east, also seven stars, bringing the grace of the New Testament and the gifts of the
Holy Spirit. Holding the two slightly different concepts simultaneously was no problem for the 15th century mind and the
pageant creator made use of both; and indeed the stars on the marriage bed are split into four on the headboard and
three on the footboard 30.
Catherine on the other hand represented Hesperus, evening star of the west; the pageant designer had noticed that both
bride and bridegroom were descended from the renowned astronomer king Alfonso X (who also appeared), as well as
John of Gaunt. She was accompanied by St Ursula, not only a British virgin (daughter of the Christian king Dionotus of
Cornwall according to Geoffrey of Monmouth) but a “Little Bear”. She carefully explained all these remarkable mythical
and astronomical parallels to Catherine;
“ Trowth It is that owth of my lynage cam
Arthur the wyse, noble and vaylaunt kyng
That in this Region was ffyrst of his name
And ffor his strength, honour and all thyng
Mete ffor his astate, he was Resemblyng
Arthur the noble sygn In hevyn
Beawte of the north, wyth brygth sterrys sevyn.”
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Wavy-edged sun and stars like the seven
stars or planets on the headboard and
footboard of the marriage bed; the canopy
from the throne of Charles VII of France
attributed to Jacob de Littemont 1425-50
The Louvre, Room 505

Above left: flower-like stars in a James I
book binding in the royal library
Right: seven flower-like stars for the
Seven Gifts of the Holy Spirit in All
Saints, North St., York
Left: the medievally assigned arms for
the kingdom of Gwynedd in north
Wales and hence those of the semilegendary king Cadwaladr
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Unto the kyng, strong, ffamows and prudent,
Nere kyn am I and namyd am ursula,
By which name I also Represent
An othir Image callid minor ursa
That othyr wyse is callid Cinosura
Set ffast by Arthur, wyth othyr sterris brygth
Guyvyng grete comfort to travaylours by nygth.
As Arthur yowir spowse, than the secund now
Succedyth the ffyrst Arthur In dygnyte,
Soo In lyke wyse, madam katharyn, yow
As second ursula, shall succede, me.”

The “second Ursula” of course arrived speaking no English. The series of carefully planned performances through the
streets of London (overseen by bishop Richard Foxe) featured extensive use of “Tudor” branded green and white heraldic
badges and dynastic beasts, including the “rede rose regal” encircled by a Garter, the “red dragon dredful” and before the
first pageant two great posts “empeynted with thre estriche fethers, roses red, and portcullys, and on every of them a red
lyon rampand, holdyng a vane empeynted with the armys of England: and all the hoole worke corvyn of tymbre, gyllte,
and peynted with golde, byse, and asur” 31. Catherine’s welcoming pageant at last culminated with the two new spouses
sitting on a high stage on either side of Honour personified, above figures representing the Seven Virtues.
The name of Arthur was chosen both to sprinkle useful mythic ancestral connotations on the first product of the
combined houses of York and Lancaster, and to harness this celestial influence; Arcturus had also been identified by John
Lydgate in his Fall of Princes with Arthur himself, recording the myth that rather than sleeping in Avalon or in the realms
of Faery this member of the Nine Worthies had been “translated” to a crystal palace in the sky and could yet return;
“ Up to the riche sterri briht dongoun,Astronomeers wael reherse kunne,Callid Arthuris constellacioun
Wher he sit crownid in the heuenly mansion
Amyd the paleis of stonis cristallyne . .
. . . Shall resorte as lord and souereyne
Out of Fairye and regne in Breteyne
His epitaphie recordeth so certeyn:
Heer lith kyng Arthour, which shal regne ageyn” 32
So the bed fortuitously not only displayed the typical divinely bestowed qualities of a new ruler but became a kind of
celestial chariot bringing the dynastic heir. Renewed interest in harnessing Britain’s mythic past by both York and
Lancaster is evident from 1460 onwards; Edward IV vaunted not only his claim to the throne via the 2nd and 5th son
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LE MORTE D’ARTHUR
Left: a page from a pre publication MS of
Malory’s work owned by Caxton; this was
found in Winchester College library by
principal Walter Oakeshott in 1927
Below left: the only perfect copy of Caxton’s
first printed version (published on 31st July
1485), now in the Pierpoint Morgan Library
Below: a page from the 1498 version which
now included woodblock illustrations
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of Edward III as opposed to Henry VI’s 3rd son (John of Gaunt), and by the agreement ratified by parliament that Edward’s
late father Richard Duke of York had been due to succeed Henry, but also had genealogical material produced to reach
back even further. The superb heraldic roll now in the Free Library of Philadelphia begins with Adam and Eve but brings in
King Arthur and Edward the Confessor and their escutcheons, and ends in Edward IV who is also portrayed in full
tournament panoply at its head; BL Harley MS 7353, produced about 1461, combines a typological series of events in the
Old Testament predicting recent battle success for Edward at Blore Heath and Northampton with a fascinating adapted
Tree of Jesse genealogy, in which the members of the houses of York and Lancaster sit in the flowers of a rose tree which
are indeed either white or red. Edward also made use of his Mortimer descent via his grandmother Anne to bring in a link
to Cadwaladr via the princes of Gwynedd in north Wales, and “Merlin’s Prophecy”. The Mortimers themselves had already
emphasised their links to a mythical past; Roger Mortimer, Ist Baron Mortimer of Wigmore (1231-1282), grandson of
Llewelyn the Great33, had held a great Arthurian “Round Table” tournament at Kenilworth Castle in 1279 attended by the
king and queen to celebrate three of his sons being knighted, and appeared firstly as Hector of Troy and then processed
to Warwick as Sir Owain, Knight of the Lion (and of the Round Table), who featured in many romances and ballads,
accompanied by his own pet lion. Later in 1329 this was recreated at Wigmore Castle, where eyebrows were raised by
Roger Mortimer and Queen Isabella appearing as Arthur and Guinevere.
Geoffrey of Monmouth wrote that Cadwaladr, last king of the British who fled from the Saxons to Brittany, was told by an
angel’s voice that he should not attempt to return “for that God had willed that the Britons should no longer reign in
Britain before the time should come whereof Merlin had prophesised unto Arthur”. Edward IV implied that via his
Mortimer-Welsh heritage he was fulfilling this prophecy, but Henry Tudor had to make it work harder. Richard III had
poured scorn on his very shaky Beaufort title to the English throne, so Henry attempted to bypass the problem by sending
a commission into Wales from France to produce a genealogy for him tracing his ancestry via Owen Glendower to Arthur
and finally of course, back to Brutus, the mythical Trojan founder of Britain.
Stories of Arthur were not only referenced by Lydgate but made newly popular among the elite and the wealthy merchant
class by Caxton’s first printing of his edition of Malory’s Morte DArthur just one month before Bosworth, which also
identified Winchester as Camelot. Henry was able to seize the moment to promote himself as Y Mab Darogan (The
Prophesised Son), a lineal descendant of Cadwaladr and the fulfilment of Merlin’s prophecy. A speech assigned to
“Janitor” keeping the gate of Worcester for Henry’s welcome in 1486 (never actually used) clearly signposts this agenda
“Cadwaladers Blodde lynyally descending,
Longe hath bee towlde of such a Prince comyng
Wherfor Frendes, if that I shal not lye,
This same is the Fulfiller of the Profesye”
When Arthur, Prince of Wales visited Coventry in 1498 he was greeted by “King Arthur”. Not long afterwards the
astronomically themed pageants which guided his bride through the streets of London in her “Quest for Honour” were
nevertheless emphatically “Tudor branded”, and it is interesting that although the greyhound of Richmond and white hart
of Richard II were used, on some of the columns framing the stages Y Draig Goch, the “red dragon dredful”, the badge of
Cadwaladr (presented as such in the Mabinogion, the Historia Britonum and by Geoffrey of Monmouth, and by now
established as one of Henry VII’s supporters), was faced not by a greyhound but by a red lion; this raises the possibility
that the colour scheme of the bed’s four lion finials may have been two red displaying white roses and two gold displaying
red roses, echoing the arms of Cadwaladr and Gwynedd 34.
The posts of this magical bed/icon/chariot are of a sharply cut diapered design which seems to have been used from at
least the Romanesque period to demarcate a sacred or elite space; it and interwoven or trailing carved foliage were
features of late fifteenth century court and church style popular throughout northern Europe, and at least one figure at
the new Tudor power centre, Thomas Stanley 1st Earl of Derby, imitated the style of the marriage bed in his own territory.
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Two of the 8 Virtues from the
window splays of the Painted
Chamber c.1263-7: Largesse or
Bounty overcomes Courvoisité,
Avarice; and Debonereté or
Meekness overcomes Ira,
Anger; watercolours by Charles
Stodhart (1819)
Below: St Margaret, St Peter ad
Vincula, South Newington

Below and right: St George
tramples small dragons in
both a statue from the
Henry VII Chapel (plaster
cast), and one of the gilt
bronze tondi on the tomb
Centre: St Michael
accompanying the Virgin
treads on the Devil on
another tondo
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Above: drawing of the brass of Sir
Christopher Urswick, trusted messenger
and ambassador of Henry VII, in Hackney
church; note the diapered edging of his
vestments

Both sets of 7 Virtues on the mortuary roll of John Islip, Abbot of
Westminster (1464-1532), copied here by George Vertue

Left: the silver head of the
Beadle’s Staff of the Fruiterers’
Company in 1768 (stolen in
1979)
Right: commemorative medal
for the wedding of Princess
Mary Stuart to William II of
Orange in 1641; on the reverse
Pallas Athena tramples on
Bellona, Pax flourishes and
bountiful Ceres confers
abundance
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CROWNS & HERALDIC DISPLAY

Left: drawing of one of
the two pillow boards
from the 1486 bed used
by George Shaw on a
sideboard supplied to
Chetham’s College
Right: one of the coats of
arms of Maximilian I
from the Goldenes
Dachl, Innsbruck, Tyrol

Left: Emperor Maximilian I by Bernhard Strigel c.1500 in
the Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna
Below: Queen Anne Neville from the 1483 coronation of
Richard III on the Rous Roll BL Add. MS 48976
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Heraldic escutcheons suspended from branches on the tomb made for Mary of Burgundy (1457-1482) in
the Church of Our Lady in Bruges by Renier van Thienen and Jan Borman II between 1488 and 1502; the
separated arms of England and France are likewise displayed on the headboard of the 1486 royal bed
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A HERALDIC CONUNDRUM

The royal arms of Henry VIII featuring roses and pomegranates, supported as for his father
by a dragon and a greyhound, preserved in the Chapel of New Hall school, Boreham, Essex,
once the smaller palace of Beaulieu. Henry purchased the manor from Thomas Boleyn in 1516
and the palace was built by 1518. At the foot of the achievement displaying the Gothic text are
gilded mini-supporters of a lion and a griffin, as on the pillow boards of the 1486 bed

Although the marriage bed’s two sets of royal arms had been separated from it, probably before it crossed paths with George Shaw,
they are not unusual. The later achievement has the expected supporters for royal arms post James I, and the original main front
cresting which remains above a library door in Uppermill has no apparent supporters unless they were placed at the truncated ends.
The quartered royal arms are conventionally displayed on this shield, but unconventionally on the bed itself, being split between the
three lions of England and the three lilies of France both on the headboard and footboard. Shaw copied the design theme of hanging
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shields on straps from branches used on the royal headboard (and on other contemporary royal artefacts like the tomb of Mary of
Burgundy) for many items he fabricated, but of course switched the royal arms for those of his prospective clients. Presumably the
designers of the 1486 bed deliberately chose to separate the arms of England and France – both, of course, claimed by Henry VII –
rather than display the complete royal arms on the king’s side and those of Elizabeth of York on the other. There is also a conundrum
as regards the supporters of the again separated elements of the royal arms displayed on the pillow boards recently identified as
additional decoration for the 1486 bed on a sideboard supplied to what was then Chetham’s College by George Shaw in 1847-50:
unexpectedly they are a lion and griffin, whereas the “red dragon dredful” of Cadwaladr and the greyhound of Richmond were soon
chosen as Henry VII’s beasts.
The reason for this may have been the heraldic upheaval immediately following what for many would have been an unexpected
outcome of the battle of Bosworth. Richard III had incorporated the College of Heralds in 1484, and given it the great London house of
the Coldharbour as its headquarters and library; however, even before his coronation Henry VII evicted them and bestowed it on his
mother Margaret Beaufort to make her own City palace and also assigned Elizabeth of York and the dukes of Warwick and
Buckingham, both boys, to her custody here. All this may well have delayed a clear decision on appropriate supporters, and when the
bed was designed both lion and griffin had been previous royal beasts. Edward III had used a private signet seal of a griffin for certain
chamber business for twenty years until 1354, and had garments and bed sets embroidered with griffins; in 1360 he had a complete
bed of blue worked with red griffins, and another of green worked with red griffins and white columbines. The guardian griffin was a
symbol of power also used for tournaments, jewellery and plates by Richard II but had then fallen out of use for at least half a century.
Use of the griffin then would have been unexpected but not outlandish. Evidently it was soon decided to emphasise Henry’s
immediate parentage instead, though the lion and griffin seem to have been retained as “reserve supporters” which can be seen
underneath the dragon and greyhound in the c.1517 royal arms of the gatehouse of Henry VIII’s palace of Beaulieu which remain at
New Hall school; in the late 1520s the greyhound of Edmund Tudor was to be supplanted by the more impressive imperially crowned
lion. Griffins could be seen displaying shields on the upper tier of panels on the “Holbein Gate” above larger roses, fleurs de lys and
portcullises on the lower tier, and the dragon and greyhound made one of their last appearances here in 1532 as supporters of the
royal arms above the main archway.
There is also a curious reappearance of the griffin on firebacks made under James I both in the Weald and in the Low Countries,
presumably from existing moulds, although none are extant under Elizabeth I. At some time the greyhound also seems to have
reappeared in combination with a lion rather than a dragon (lions, dragons and greyhounds had all appeared as finials on the English
pavilions at The Field of the Cloth of Gold, but not griffins).
Far left: the pillow
board displaying the
arms of France
Left: fireback made in
the Ardennes in 1662
(using a 1602 mould)
with lion and griffin
Below: fireback
probably made at
Pounsley Furnace,
Framfield 1509-1553 with
lion and greyhound,
now at The Clergy
House, Alfriston
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Another fireback manufactured in the mid 16th
century, perhaps in the Eifel region of Germany,
with griffin and greyhound supporters

Above: The Coronation of Henry VI from the
Anciennes Chroniques d’Angleterre by Jean de
Wavrin BnF 82 f.Iv, c.1480; the many heraldic
shields are hung by straps from branches and the
daisies may emphasise the boy king’s Christ-like
innocence
Below: the “Tudor” window in the Cathedral of
Our Lady in Antwerp was commissioned by the
Merchant Adventurers in 1503 in celebration of
the Magnus Intercursus trade treaty agreed
between Henry VII and Maximilian I in 1496; a
matching window features Philip and Joanna,
Duke and Duchess of Burgundy

BANDEROLES
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Left: the “Dorset Aisle” at Ottery St Mary
commissioned by Cecily Bonville Grey,
Marchioness of Dorset (1460-1529),
probably in the 1520s, shows evidence of
being carried out by the royal workshop
both in the fan vaulting and the banderoles
around the tops of pillars; the elephant was
a visual metaphor for the sacrifice of Christ

Cecily had been present at the inauguration of
St George’s Chapel, Windsor in 1476 and
reputedly designed the Dorset Aisle herself

One of the royal bed’s two St George crestings was originally mounted on the front, as the existence of the original royal
arms and their location was unknown; it clearly shows the banderole weaving through the rose briar
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Right: the griffins displaying shields on the 1532 “Holbein Gate” can
be distinguished on Thomas Sandby’s drawing for the planned reassembly with additions on Windsor Castle Long Walk

BL Royal MS 20 E III f.30v
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The obelisks which still accompany the large royal achievement in Uppermill Library indicate the reign of James I, when they became
very fashionable, and were added to the royal arms in the House of Lords as well as aristocratic and even gentry tombs. This, together
with the dendrochronological date of c.1715 (last ring 1693) indicates that they are likely to have been retro Jacobean and hence at
this date, Jacobite, and so post 1745 removed from the royal bed.

In respect of both its decorative vocabulary and heraldic display and its complex scheme of political and religious iconography, the
royal bed is a perfect fit for 1486; its later updates only support that its origins lie at the end of the 15th century.

James I & VI opens parliament in the House of Lords on the reverse of a set of painted
royal arms. Obelisks have been added to the customary throne, canopy and royal
achievement as in the retro Stuart achievement possibly fashioned to update the royal
bed for occupancy by the Old Pretender and/or Bonnie Prince Charlie
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Heraldic display on the Westminster Tournament Roll of 1511

Endnotes
1

The arms of England changed to match the reduction to three fleurs de lys for the Trinity in France, which seems to have happened
in c.1494, the same year Charles VI banished the Jews. In England Edward 2nd Duke of York seems to have been the first to change
his seal in c.1403, followed by Henry Prince if Wales in 1405, and finally the Great Seal of Henry IV changed in 1406/7.
2

This concept provided the climax of the Easter liturgy, which began before dawn and progressed to the Exultet; “O certe
necessarium Adae peccatum, quod Christi morte deletum est ! O felix culpa, quae talem ac tantum meruit habere Redemptorem”;
darkness and sin were dispelled and Christians restored to grace (see Victor Y. Haines, “The Iconography of the Felix Culpa”
Florilegium Vol I (1979), pp.151-185).
3

For example: The Nativity in the National Gallery, Washington D.C. (c.1450-55), a very similar Nativity c.1452 in the
Gemäldegalerie, Berlin, and a Virgin and Child c.1465 in Prague, all by Petrus Christus.
The medieval corpus of Biblical stories De Ligno Sancte Crucis, The Legend of the Rood (a component of the medieval popular Bible),
tied Christ and Adam even closer together typologically; in these the dying Adam sent his son Seth back to Eden to obtain a fruit or
oil from the Tree of Life to save him; Seth found his way by following his parents’ footsteps, in which nothing ever grew. The angel
still barred Seth from entering, but gave him a seed to take back; however, Adam was now dead, and Seth placed the seed under his
tongue before burying him at Golgotha. A tree then grew, which eventually provided wood for a pillar in the Temple of Solomon,
and ultimately the cross of Christ.
4

The doctrine of the Immaculate Conception was debated at the Council of Basle in 1402 and in 1439 Mary was agreed to be free
from Original Sin, as also part of God’s plan for redemption; this though had to wait until the middle of the C19th for papal
imprimatur.
5

A cross fleury for St Edward is the crest of one of the parade helmets accompanying the newly crowned Richard III in a 1483 section
of the Rous Roll (BL Add. MS 48976 f.7cr.).
6

As first identified on the bed and on this MS by Dr Jonathan Foyle (who also first realised that the clematis-like flowers on the
headboard and footboard were in fact stars), and later explained in a public lecture of 11th April 2021 The Marriage Bed of Henry VII
& Elizabeth of York: Form, Meaning and Content. The description on the British Library site erroneously describes the daisy and
marigold as representing Henry’s sisters Margaret (Queen of Scots) and Mary (Queen of France); from the point of view of dynastic
succession in 1516, girls did not count.
The banderole entwined around the white-grafted-to-red-rose bush bears this verse;
Salve Radix producens germine ramos
quos inter ramus supereminet altior unus,
cuius et ex summo purpura rosa micat,
qua stant unanimes pax et Iustitia septe
claudunturque foras dissona corde senum

Hail Root, bringing forth varying branches from the graft
Among which one branch rises above
From whose top the deep red rose gleams;
By which Peace and Justice stand enclosed and united,
And the dissonant hearts of old men are shut outside.
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7

N. Pronay and J.Cox, eds., The Crowland Chronicle Continuations 1459-1486 London 1986, pp.184-85.

8

Anonymous; see Geoffrey Bullough Narrative and Dramatic Sources of Shakespeare Vol III (Routledge and Paul, 1957); also no.166
in Francis James Child’s The English and Scottish popular ballads Vol III pp. 331-333 (Boston, Houghton & Mifflin 1882-98); and MS
Percy Folio (aka BL Add. MS 27879), p.423: A Collection of English metrical romances and ballads, with marginal notes by Thomas
Percy, Bishop of Dromore; being the volume from which he selected his “Reliques of Ancient Poetry” published in 1765.
9

There are two antelope supporters on the ceiling of the south aisle of St George’s Chapel, Windsor where Henry VI is buried, and
also on the upper part of the inner gateway of Eton College - but of course neither of these were contemporary and probably date at
least from the 1490s, when supporters had become more a part of heraldic science; however, Tudor designers do not seem to have
retrospectively awarded red roses to Henry VI.
10

In Heraldry, Pageantry and Social Display in Medieval England edited by Peter R. Coss & Maurice Keen, pp. 98-104.

11

P.65.

12

Historic paint expert Helen Hughes found traces of red paint on the proper right lion; see Helen Hughes, The Paradise Bed - Paint
Analysis (London, Historic Interiors Research & Conservation, 2013).
13

A now extinct mastiff-like hunting dog for large game.

14

John Nichols and Richard Gough, A collection of all the wills, now known to be extant, of the kings and queens of England, princes
and princesses of Wales, and every branch of the blood royal, from the reign of William the Conqueror to that of Henry the Seventh
exclusive (London, 1780 and 1969).
15

It is interesting that for nearly thirty years from the age of two John of Gaunt was Earl of Richmond (he was not Earl of Lancaster in
right of his wife Blanche until her father Henry of Grosmont died in 1361 when Gaunt was 21, and then elevated to Duke by his
father Edward III). Richmond had previously been held by the rulers of Brittany since being given to them by William the Conqueror,
and when Gaunt gave up the earldom in 1371 before marrying Constance of Castile Edward III returned it to John of Brittany. Francis
II Duke of Brittany and his daughter Anne still made claim to it even though Henry VI had awarded it to his half brother Edmund,
father of Henry VII. The red rose features prominently in the heraldry of the later Dukedom of Richmond and Lennox but the motto
En la rose je fleurie belongs to the Honour of Richmond (Lennox is Darnlie), and it is difficult to ascertain if the Lennox coat of arms
having red roses goes back further than the Tudor period in which Margaret Tudor’s daughter Margaret Douglas married into the
Lennox line. The greyhound collared gules - sometimes even with red roses on it as in BL Royal MS 19 B XVI f.1v – also belonged to
the Honour of Richmond, but the Dukes of Brittany preferred to use their traditional ermine. Henry VI assigned a white greyhound as
supporter to his half brother Edmund of Hadham. Both Henry VII and his mother Margaret Beaufort made extensive use of the
Beaufort portcullis on MS and buildings; is it possible their constant use of the red rose (also with Marian and Christological
significance of course) derives from its being a heraldic badge of Richmond rather than Lancaster ?
16

For example Ralph Neville, 2nd Earl of Westmorland at Brancepeth, Sir Nicholas Fitzherbert at Norbury and Sir Robert Harcourt at
Stanton Harcourt.
17

“Gregory’s Chronicle” BL MS Egerton 1995 in The Historical Collections of a Citizen of London in the Fifteenth Century ed. James
Gairdner (London, Camden Society, 1876).
18

The changes in display on currency are well covered in John Ashdown-Hill, “ The Red Rose of Lancaster ? ” The Ricardian Vol X
1996, pp. 406-20.
19

It was to Henry’s advantage that he could appropriate originally Yorkist work because it was much easier on buildings or MS to
paint a white rose red than the reverse; for instance, a figure of Edward IV remains over an entrance to Magdalen College, Oxford
(with John the Baptist, Mary Magdalene and founder William Wayneflete (1398-1486) with the expected suns and roses of c.1473,
but when later work was done in 1492-1505 such as the bell tower and High Street range, or the erection of the large allegorical
figures in the Cloister known as the “heiroglyphics” in 1508/09, the opportunity seems to have been taken to paint earlier white
roses-en-soleil red.
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20

“Chronicle of the History of the World from the Creation to Woden, with a Genealogy of Edward IV” c.1475; Free Library of
Philadelphia Lewis E 201 (Item no.mca2010001).
21

Charles’ mother was Isabella of Portugal, daughter of Philippa of Lancaster and daughter of Duchess Blanche and John of Gaunt.

22

S. Anglo, Spectacle, Pageantry and Early Tudor Policy (Oxford, 1969), p.36.

23

Ezekiel 44: 1-3 re the closed eastern gate of the Temple, and was so interpreted by early church fathers like Ambrose and
Augustine; “. . it shall not be opened, and no man shall enter by it; for the Lord God, the God of Israel, has entered by it; therefore it
shall remain shut. Only the Prince may sit in it to eat bread before the Lord; he shall enter by way of the vestibule of the gate and
shall go out the same way”. For the Beaufort portcullis parallel see Virginia K. Henderson “Retrieving the Crown in the Hawthorn
Bush: the Origins of the Badges of Henry VII” in Traditions and Transformations in Late Medieval England pp.237-259 (Brill, The
Northern World Vol 2, January 2000); the Henry VII Chapel being a Lady Chapel, the repetitions of angelically displayed and often
crowned rose, lily and portcullis are never merely dynastic or national heraldic symbols but are the “badges” of the Virgin.
24

York Civic Records Vol I, p.156 (quoted in Anglo, Spectacle, p.34).

25

“Among all the floures of the world the rose is chief and beryth ye pryse, she wrayeth her thorn and fayr colour and good smelle
and wythstandeth and socouryth by vertue against many sicknesses and evylles” Bartholomeus Anglicus, De Proprietatibus Rerum or
The Qualities of Things.
26

Winches were definitely used in The Creation and Adam and Eve, plays performed by the plasterers and fullers.

27

Considering many 15th century representations of St George spearing and trampling on a surprisingly small dragon in eg. stained
glass, it may be wondered if St George is still functioning as a Christ substitute with allusion to this particular iconography rather
than being portrayed realistically; the George of the Garter insignia under Henry VIII however was mounted Arthurian style
defeating a larger opponent.
28

Arcturus did not actually rise for another four hours.
John Lydgate referred to it as ”Arthouris Plowe” and the “circle of Artofilax” (bear protector ie., Boötes), as an aid for mariners at
night in his Troy Book, I, in this case Philoctetes the steersman for Jason and the Argo (lines 682-712).
29

30

Gregory’s commentary was on the Book of Job IX, 9 and XXXVIII, 32; Job himself appeared in the 3rd pageant with King Alfonso the
Wise. See Sydney Anglo: The London Pageants for the Reception of Katherine of Aragon, November 1501 Journal of the Warburg
and Courtauld Institutes Vol. 26, No. 1-2 (1963), pp.53-89 (University of Chicago Press/The Warburg Institute).
31

The Antiquarian Repertory II, p. 260. The use of a red lion rampant is somewhat unexpected, as this was the old badge of Scotland.

32

John Lydgate The Fall of Princes Book VIII (ed. Dr. Henry Bergen and published for the Early English Text Society by the OUP, 1827),
lines 3103-3122. Arthur and Arcturus the star were referenced later by Ben Jonson in his speeches for the masque of Prince Henry’s
Barriers in January 1610, when it represented James I himself (who never performed); the Arthurian theme for these stylised
combats with elaborate sets and costumes by Inigo Jones was chosen by the 16-year-old prince, but though as “Moeliades” he was
advised by Merlin, he was presented with a shield rather than a sword by the Lady of the Lake to make the performance less martial
for his father, who disapproved of full tournaments.
33

Sir Roger Mortimer was the son of Ralph de Mortimer and Gwladys Ddu, the daughter of Llewelyn ap Iowerth of Gwynedd aka
Llewelyn the Great and Joan Plantagenet, illegitimate daughter of King John.
34

The arms of Gwynedd have four quarters; in 1 & 4: Or a lion rampant Gules, armed and langued Azure; and 2 & 3: Gules a lion
rampant Or, armed and langued Azure.

Below: Adam and Eve still associated with a royal couple; with Charles I and Henrietta Maria on a piece of 17th century
needlework (after 1634) in the Metropolitan Museum, New York.
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